
Wireless Music Bridge



bridge
noun

1. A structure spanning and providing passage 

over a river, chasm, road or other obstacle

2. A device that makes it easy to enjoy music 

available on your phone, tablet or computer 

throughout your entire home

verb

1. To connect two things

2. To connect all the music you love to your 

Control4 System

/brij/



The little box that delivers a world of music, sports, news, audio 

books and podcasts to your Control4 system.

With support for AirPlay, Bluetooth or DNLA, the Bridge accepts 

streaming audio from virtually any smart phone, tablet, PC or Mac.

Meet the Bridge



The Bridge allows you to listen to your 

favorite music, anywhere in the home. 

Better still, family members with their 

own Bridge can start streaming their 

own music in one tap. Dad can jazz up 

the den, right from his phone and mom 

can source a Spotify station from a 

touch screen or tablet. 

Anyone, anywhere 
in the house



Whether it’s an iTunes playlist or a favorite streaming service, such 

as Pandora or Spotify, the Bridge connects your favorite libraries of 

music to your Control4 system, delivering amazing clarity of sound 

wherever speakers are located.

Stream here, listen there...



Your friends mention the joys of their 

perfect Pandora stations? Have them 

fill the house with the music of their 

choice in seconds. The Bridge makes 

it easy and fun to share the latest 

tunes from virtually any smart phone, 

tablet, PC or Mac. With support for 

AirPlay, Bluetooth or DNLA, The 

Bridge doesn’t care if you’re a Mac, 

PC, iPhone or Android—it just works.

Streams from 
virtually any device



With the Bridge it’s simple to activate your Control4 audio system in 

every room of the house (or just one room), simply by selecting it from 

your computer or mobile device. It can even turn off the system when 

the music is stopped. You can control volume, pause the music or go to 

the next track just as easily from any Control4 touch screen as you can 

from your computer or mobile device. The Bridge keeps both perfectly 

in sync, providing the convenience of control from either location.

It’s really that easy
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Every project is unique

At Control4, we pride ourselves on delivering personalized 

control and automation solutions for everyone. In order to 

maintain the highest level of customer service and satisfaction 

for our customers, we require that all Control4® solutions be 

custom installed and serviced by an authorized Control4® dealer. 

Find a Control4 dealer in your area at control4.com.


